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Sap hcm certification questions and answers

In November, I went through hr ceremonies. The exam is for 3 hours for 80 questions. There are three types of questions 1. One-answer questions 2. Multiple-answer questions/more than one answer 3. Questions with more than one answer together with option Yes/No for each option And the general exam is divided into different sections, i.e. basic HR, OM,
PA, Payroall, TM, reports, authorizations, etc. You can't expect how many questions will come into each section. In terms of the type of questions, some of them are direct questions, but most of them are sat down and logial. You do not need to concentrate on the names of the tables and the navigation tools used by them and everything. Suggestion: Be
concerned as you read the question, and read the question at least three times along with the options, because you will have plenty of time to answer the questions. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ have passed the SAP-HR certification exam. Here are my suggestions for those interested in exam.. There are 80 questions with a
few questions. In each module are asked 9 units and questions according to the vaitaja, indicated in the form of the exam, respectively +,+++ or+ respectively. For example, when I took the exam, there were about 11 questions of the first unit marked as ++, about 20-21 questions about units marked as +++ and about 6-8 questions about units marked as +.
On the last two units, i.e. 8th and 9th units, only 6 questions were asked. The basic format of the questions : 1. For most questions, an opinion will be given (e.g.: Questions : The criteria for personnes subareas are as follows. Possible answers: There are 5 statements listed below with the option of true or false, with more than one statement true. Each
statement must be marked as true or false and each statement shall bear 20 % by weight. Almost 65-70 questions based on this format and the remaining questions had only one possible answer. Only 4-5 questions were script-based. There will be plenty of time to answer the questions so that one can give himself time to answer the questions. After taking
the exam, I felt that the test was of conceptual clarity . So, if someone is aware of the concepts, then you can clear the exam. ---- On this page, we provided a brief description of SAP HCM (Human Capital Management), which is an SAP module that deals with automating operations in human resources departments (HR). You will also find useful information
about SAP HR certification and links to other resources that discuss different aspects of preparing for this certification. There are modules for financial accounting, control, production planning, material management, business intelligence, sales and distribution, etc. SAP HCM (previously called SAP HR, but then SAP remarks it to SAP is one of these modules
and is designed to facilitate the following business processes in one enterprise: Personnel Management Personnel Administration Recruitment Organization Structure Nappy Management Staff Management Travel Management Travel Management Cost Management SAP Education has developed several certification exams to evaluate the knowledge and
skills of SAP consultants in SAP HR implementation and customization. The name of the certification varies depending on the level of expertise for example, SAP HR certification for the first level is called SAP Certified Associate Applications – Human Capital Management with SAP ERP 6.0 EHP4 (Code C_THR12_64) or CERTIFIED SAP Certified Sap
Certified Associate Computer – Human Capital Management with SAP ERP 6.0 EHP5 (code C_THR12_65) or SAP Certified Associate with Applications – Human Capital Management with SAP ERP 6.0 EHP6 (code C_THR12_66). There are differences in software versions (EHP4 or EHP5 or EHP6), but these differences are not related to the SAP HCM
module. Sap currently offers certification to collaborators, professional and master levels. Hello Arun, Please find sample questions 1. TIME MANAGEMENT Q1) What are the different opinions available in TMW (Time Manager Workplace) a) One-person view b) Multi-day viewing) One-day view) Two viewQ2) Employees in one organization work for 40
hours/week, with all employees in Dutch subsidized under the main organization working for 37 hours /week. What is the best possible way to configure this?a) Define working hours as 40 in the indigenous Organizational Unit and update working hours as 37 for all Dutch subsidiary positions) Define working hours as 40 in the root org unit and update working
hours as 37 for all dutch subsidiary positions) Define working hours as 40 in the root Org unit and update working hours as 37 for all dutch subsidiary positions) Define working hours as 40 in the Indigenous Org Unit and update working hours as 37 for all positions of the Dutch subsidiary) Define working hours as 40 in root org unit and update working hours
as 37 for all org unit positions and update working hours 37 for the highest organizational unit of a Dutch subsidiary) set the working time 40 at the root Organizational unit and update 37 hours of scheduled working hours for all employees in Dutch subsidiary What infotypes can be maintained using TMW? a) 2006b) 2001c) 2002d) 2007e) 2012Q4) As part of
customizing what are the different activities needed to determine the time ID in Workplacea's Time Manager) definition setb) Definition hint) Definition typee) Definition If two employees have the same working hours and work schedules , but are in different sub-areas of staff and have different public holidays.a) Create different DWS and PWS and attach to
different public holiday calendars (b) Create a single DWS but different PWS and because they are connected to different public hoiday calendars c) Create only one DWS and PWS inseparable on festive calendars of public holidays 2. PAYROLL Q1) The company has employees who are paid either weekly or twice a week and have a pay day like Thursday.
However, in the case of two weeks, some employees are paid one week in advance and the remaining employees are paid to the Week. How many payrolls are needed? *a) 0b) 1c) 2d) 3Q2) Which of the following are true of the pay scale type and Pay Scale Area *a) The pay Scale type can be applied to multiple personal subareas b) Pay Scale Area can be
attached to multiple staff under areas c) Sub-area staff can be attached to sub-sub-units with multiple pay Scale Type d) Sub-units can be attached to multiple pay Scale area Q3) The earliest possible date for retroactiveity is: *a) Employee Recruitment Date (b) As defined in employeec salary status) This is the year 1950 Q4) What are the different salary
stages) Start salaries) Payrollc release) Release) Exit PayrollrollQ5) What are the different stages of publication documenta) Releaseb) All releasec) Creation of published rund Documents posted3. UNITED NATIONS MANAGEMENT What are the different interfaces available in the organizational management module? Organization and personnel, Expert
Mode / Informatics Support, Simple Mode, Matrix2 Common Structures. Does the organizational management interface and personnel interface contain the following areas?   Search area Search area Overview area Detail Area3. The following activities are performed for the organizational and personal interface in organizational management.
Create objects Assign an object to switch between evaluation paths4. What are the main building blocks/object types in organizational management?  (S) Individuals (P) Organizational Units (O Assignments (C) Cost Centers (K)5. The organization management module is integrated with the following modules.  Staff development training and
Event Management  Compensation Management Personnel Cost Planning Manager 2019s Desktop / Self Service ManagerAlso try to give a mock exam for a network organization management module for your schedule. All the best thanks Rafi Here you will find sample SAP HR questions and bouncing tests for SAP HR certification that are relatively
similar to the original exam. You should definitely use them during the preparation for the certification, because this will help you get acquainted with the form of the exam, test your knowledge, determine areas that require extra attention, and sometimes these sample questions are a little closer to what you might encounter in the real exam. SAP HR
Certification Questions Before reading these sample questions, you need to do one thing crystal clear: there is absolutely no way to get SAP HR questions that will occur at actual certification. There are several reasons why this is not possible. First, no one has access to the bank of certification questions, because they are kept in complete secrecy.
Secondly, the set of SAP has, is so big that even if someone can extract some questions from the secret The probability of getting these SAP HR exam questions is extremely low because the questions are selected randomly from a computer. Therefore, do not trust the people who are trying to sell you SAP HR (HCM) questions and promise that after
studying them, you will definitely pass sap HR (HCM) certification. During SAP HR certification, you'll need to answer 80 multiple-answer questions. There is no negative tagging for incorrect responses. This means that you should try to answer as many questions as possible, even if you are not sure what the right answer is. You will be given 180 minutes to
complete the certification. The current result of the sap HR certification transition is about 61%. Official SAP HR Certification Issues SAP Education provides official practical questions for SAP Certification: SAP HR Certification Official Sample Issues. If the connection does not work, try our mirror of SAP HR Certification Official Sample Questions. The free
SAP HR certification questions below are 80 sample sap HR certification questions. If you are preparing for the exam, try to answer these SAP HCM questions and see how many questions you could answer correctly. Here we also published answers to these SAP HR questions and brief explanations for each of the questions. Disclaimer: These sample SAP
HCM questions are self-assessment only and do not appear on actual certification exams. Correct answering the sample questions is not a guarantee that you will pass the certification exam. However, this is a great way to prepare for actual certification exams and help many people become certified SAP consultants. In any SAP HR question, except for true
or false questions, at least one or more answers can be correct. SAP hr questions about staff administration configuration 1. Please indicate which of the following statements regarding a group of employees are correct. A. An employee group may be used as an entity for authorization checks; B. An employee group can be used to generate default values for
entering data, for example for basic employee pay or for the salary accounting area; c. An employee group may be used to group staff according to the staff calculation rule; d. A group of employees may be used as a selection criterion for reporting. 2. The organisational structure of a company shall include a number of jobs and posts. Please specify which
of the following statements are true? A. The employees of the company are outsourced to jobs; B. Positions define specific areas in the company that must be covered by the available staff; c. In the SAP system, cost centers can be associated with jobs and/or positions; d. If a new position related to a project, it will automatically inherit the tasks and
characteristics assigned to this job. 3. Which of the following statements are true in terms of characteristics? A. Per 100000 100000 often uses functions to determine default values; B. Functions can be used to manage processes in sap system. For example, they can determine the sequence in which the system displays certain screens; c. Some features
can generate automatic mail messages. Messages are triggered by changes to specific master data fields; d. Functions always deliver default values directly. 4. What is the relationship between planned working hours and basic wage data? Select all correct answers. A. Employee attendance and absences may be calculated using information from the
planned working time infotype; B. Sap system takes the occupancy rate from the scheduled working time infotype and offers it as the default value for the capacity utilisation level in the basic Payment type; c. Working time for a period of the basic pay type shall be used as the default input in the scheduled working time infotype; d. Sap system uses
scheduled working time infotype data to simplify support for the basic payment information type. 5. Please specify which of the following customization steps should be performed in IMG to establish a salary type belonging to the Basic Pay group. a. Structure of the wage type model undertaking; b. Creation of a catalogue of types of salaries; c. Determining
the type of basic remuneration; (d) Determination of an indirect valuation for positions; e. Subgroups of employees for basic types of salaries. 6. When sap system offers standard types of salaries for the basic payment type, it uses the solution tree. Which of the following levels does this solution tree have? A. Staff area, country group, company code,
employee group, salary type; B. Company code, country group, personal area, employee group, employee subgroup; c. Company code, country, personal area, type of pay scale; d. Personal area, grouping of countries, assessment attribute, group of employees, subgroup of employees. 7. What are the items on the infotype record keeping screen? Select the
correct answers. a. Attributes; B. Flow logic; c. Verification checks; d. Location; e. Field attributes. 8. When customizing user interfaces to work with infotypes, what is the function of the header modifier? A. The modifying head sets the replacement indicator; B. The master modifier defines the transaction class (A = personnel administration or B = dialing); c.
The reducer header determines the structure of the screen header; d. The header modifier allows the company brand to be included in the user interface. 9. When an infotype menu is not defined as a group dependent on a user, the infotype sequence can only be supported for group 00 and will be valid for all users who select this menu. Please indicate
whether this statement is true or false. a. True; b. False. 10. Please indicate which of the following statements concerning the actions of the A. Indicator U0302 determines whether a staff action will be recorded in the infotype of additional actions; B. Certain personnel actions can be used to change an employee's organizational task; c. The date field in staff
actions shall be used only to determine the starting date of the new entries; d. The status indicator can help maintain customer-specific employment and special status of payments in staff actions. 11. SAP supports global employment management. Employees in the world can have several tasks for staff in different countries. Which of the following phases
are included in the global sap employment procedure? A. Global employment helps to select employees who are particularly suitable for global employment; B. Global employment enables the planning of a global task; (c) global employment helps prepare for relocation; d. Transfer; e. Repatriation. SAP HR questions for time management and presence
configuration 12. What are the elements needed to generate work schedules? Select all valid answers. A. Public holidays; B. Calendar of public holidays; c. Schedule of breaks; d. Schedule of the holidays; E. Daily work schedules; F. Rules of options. 13. The working schedule for the period may cover one week or several weeks, but not part of one week.
Please indicate whether this statement is true or false. a. True; b. False. 14. What are the possible ways in which the operating provisions of his time can be established in sap system? Please provide all correct answers. A. Use of a separate work schedule rule for part-time employees; B. Use a larger distribution of holidays; c. Use of an existing rule for a
full-time schedule of work; d. Use of a joint assignment by two (or more) employees in one work schedule. 15. Which of the following elements are defined in a rule for counting attendances/absences? Select one or more answers. A. Conditions to be met in order to apply this reporting rule; B. Specifications defining how working days and hours are
calculated; c. Quota multiplieers and rounding rules to be used in this calculation; d. Historical data processing statistics. 16. Please indicate which of the responses are the groups for the types of allowances for absence? A. Time unit; B. Negative deduction type grouping; c. Grouping of subgroup of employees; d. Grouping of staff subareas. 17. In a
company, employees are granted 20 days of annual leave. On the other hand, part-time workers are granted 19 days of annual leave in the same company. How should this distinction be reflected in sap system? A. This can be using the RPTQTA00 report (generates absence quotas); B. This can be done by attaching a different group of rule to select the
selection of telli); c. This can be done by setting different work schedules for these groups of employees; d. This can be done by setting different holiday schedules for these groups of employees. 18. Please indicate which of the following statements concerning fundamental rights and charging rights for absentee allowances are true? A. The fundamental
right acts as a theoretical value and is used in the calculation of the accrued right; B. The rights on the basis and the rights accrued may not be identical; c. The accumulation period may be established on the basis of collective agreements or legal provisions; d. The right to accrual is the right of absence, which is calculated over a period of accrual. 19. What
are the possible options for maintaining time data directly in infotypes? A. Single screen option. One infotype record is maintained for one employee; B. Quick sign-in option. One infotype record is supported for multiple employees at the same time; c. Option to save to the list. Several infotainment records are supported for one employee; d. Multi-screen
option. Multiple info records are supported for multiple employees at the same time. 20. Please indicate which of the following claims about a day dominating the Time Manager workplace are not true? A. Day dominants are used to present the most important information that relates to a particular day; B. Examples of day dominant are daily attendances or full
absences; c. Dominant days are not available in many people in the time manager's workplace; d. The dominant on the day always represent the information that applies all day. 21. Please indicate whether the following declaration regarding time data and L.A. in time manager's workplace is true or false. Time data identifiers must be uniformly defined in the
enterprise and be the same for different areas of the enterprise. a. True; b. False. 22. Which of the following on-screen areas can be customized at time manager's workplace? A. Employee data; B. Menu design; c. Detailed view; d. Processing of messages; e. List of employees. SAP HCM Basic Data Questions 23. New staff actions can be set using several
steps. Please indicate which of the following steps are used in the process of creating a new staff action. Preservation of causes of action; B. Determining the statuses of the employees corresponding to the new actions of the staff; c. Definition of infotypes and their consistency (infogroup); d. Include the new action personnel in the HR basic data menu
(action menu); E. Defining the characteristics of staff activities. Please determine whether the following statement is correct. When an employee leaves the company, his personal number cannot be deleted. And. b. False. 25. Please indicate which of the following statements on wage types are correct. A. Wage groups must be attributed to the type of salary;
B. The types of salaries must be of wages; c. Only the types of salaries that have been allocated to a salary group may be retained in the Implementing Manual (IMG); d. Only groups that have been allocated to the type of salaries may be retained in the Implementing Manual (IMG). 26. Wage types may have different characteristics in SAP. Which of the
following elements are not pay type characteristics? A. Period of validity; B. Performance indicator; c. Default time/measurement units; d. The main infotype; E. Minimum and maximum amount of salary. 27. In sap system, it is possible to set the eligibility of infotypes for each country. Is it possible to set the eligibility of the subtypes for an infotype for each
country? A. Yes, but for this infotype, a country-dependent subtype of indicator must be specified; B. No, this is not possible; c. Yes, it is possible without fulfilling any specific conditions. 28. Please indicate whether the following statement is true or false. When you enter an employee's child data in a family infotype (0021), the SAP system automatically
checks that the number of children matches the data in the personal data infotype (0002). If the number specified in the two infotypes is not the same, the SAP system will display a warning message. a. True; b. False. 29. Which of the following statements applies to both the amount of remuneration and the amount of remuneration? A. They are two-cic keys
that are defined in sap system for each geographic region; B. They must be supported when sap system is created; c. are a geographical region to which collective agreements apply; d. They may be assigned to different sub-areas of staff using the Implementation Manual (IMG). 30. For which of the following SAP infotypes can the SAP system perform
indirect valuation? a. Scheduled working hours (0007); b. Periodic payments/deductions (0014); c. Additional payments (0015); d. Basic salary (0008). SAP HR questions for SAP HCM Business Processes 31. Please indicate which of the following statements regarding the concept of entering candidates' data on two levels is true. A. The first level of data
recording is mandatory for all applicants; B. The second level of data recording is mandatory for all applicants; c. The second level of the applicant's data includes information such as education, qualification and previous employment; d. None of the above allegations are true. 32. When an applicant interacts with a company in relation to one or more
vacancies, the SAP system maintains the status of the applicant. This condition helps track the candidate's progress. Please indicate which of the following statements regarding the applicant's status are correct. A. The status of the applicant shall indicate the current situation of the applicant (e.g. processing, retention or (c) the general selection procedure of
the company; B. The status of the applicant shows the applicant in relation to a special vacancy; c. Each applicant shall have several candidate statuses. There is a common candidate status in the general selection procedure of the company and numerous candidates for application related to various vacancies; d. None of the above allegations are true. 33.
Where does an SAP system usually store employee work schedules? A. In the infotype of normal working hours; B. In the infotype for scheduled working hours; c. In the infotype of regular working hours; d. In the optional information type for working hours. 34. What is the main function of rival profiles in SAP HCM? A. They help human resources managers
compare different candidates for the same job; B. They are used to store special information about candidates' profiles; c. They make it possible to group candidates according to their qualifications and skills; d. They shall make it possible to compare the qualifications and requirements of persons, posts and workplaces. 35. What are the four main process of
training and event management in SAP HCM? Please select all four. A. Preparation of a business event; B. Support for a catalogue of business events; c. Assessments and certificates; d. Daily activities; e. Repetitive activities. 36. Please specify which of the following items are not used to set up the business event catalog. A. Types of business events; B.
Business Event Groups; c. Business events; d. Business events. 37. Please indicate whether the following statement regarding the evaluation process in SAP HCM is true to be false. After completing the evaluation process, an SAP system stores the evaluation result in a historical record and the results can no longer be changed. a. True; b. False. SAP
HCM Weather and Presence Management Questions 38. What are the possible types of public holidays in sap system? Please note all correct answers. A. Fixed date; B. Specific number of dates in connection with Easter; c. Specific day of the week; d. No fixed date. 39. Work schedule specifications are stored on three levels in sap system. What are these
levels? A. The daily level; B. The weekly level; c. the monthly level; d. The annual level. 40. Different types of breaks can be defined in SAP Time Management. Breaks are grouped into rest schedules and allocated to daily work schedules. What are the available types of outages in the SAP system? A. Fixed breaks; B. Optional breaks; c. Variable
interruptions; d. Dynamic interruptions; e. Overtime. 41. What are the characteristics that an SAP system takes into account to determine the variants of the daily work schedule? A. Official class of the day; B. Official class the next day; c. Day of the week of the current day; d. Day of the week of the next day; E. Type of holiday of the current day. 42. Which
type of replacement is recommended for which cannot be represented in daily work schedules or work schedules? A. New work schedule rule; B. Individual working hours; c. Different payment; d. New work schedule for the day. 43. When time data is entered into an SAP system, there may be situations where the data records overlap. These situations are
called collisions. Which of the following statements about the clashes are false? A. When a collision occurs, the system may respond by issuing an error message; B. When a collision occurs, the system can react by issuing a warning message; c. In the event of a collision, the system may react by moving the new record; d. In the case of a collision, the
system can react by distinguishing the old record. 44. The duration of attendance or absences can be calculated using different time units in sap system. What are these parts? A. Days of presence/absence; B. Calendar days; c. Attendance/absence hours; d. Working hours; E. Working days; f. Working days. 45. Please indicate whether the following
statement is true or false. Deduction of rules for absence allowances depends on staff subarea grouping for time allowances and subgroup of employees for time allowances. a. True; b. False. SAP hr personnel management questions 46. SAP HCM is integrated with the Business Information Base (BW). BW includes Business content (such as extractors,
InfoCubes and queries) for several areas of SAP HCM. What are these areas? A. Staff administration; b. Payroll; c. Organisational management; d. Compensation management; e. Recruitment. 47. What are the two main steps for calculating employee remuneration? A. Calculation of remuneration elements (gross amount); B. Selection of a bank account; c.
Preparation of a certificate of remuneration; d. Application of statues and voluntary deductions. 48. What are the personnel cost planning functions? A. It can help to transfer current wage results to the Financial Accounting and Control modules; B. It can help to carry out staffing planning; c. Can provide generated spending plans to SAP BW; d. It can help to
carry out decentralised planning. 49. Please indicate which of the following elements are controlled by a salary control document? A. It defines the earliest retroactive accounting period for the salary area; B. Determines the exact date of the current period of payment of salaries; c. It grouped the staff numbers to be taken into account during the same period;
d. Locks master data and time data during operation deposit to prevent inconsistencies in the database. 50. Human Capital Management (HCM) requires the presentation of your company in sap system. What are the key hierarchies that HCM uses? A. Structure of the enterprise; B. Structure of the company; c. Structure of staff; d. Organisational structure.
51. Please indicate which of the following methods are valid means of employee's working hours in SAP system? A. Front end time reporting systems; B. Online by time administrators; c. With sap for different applications (CATS); d. Use client systems with an interface to the SAP system. 52. What are the time management control indicators defined by the
staff sub-area? A. Work schedule; B. Time allowances; c. Types of presence and absences; d. Recording time; E. Working relationship in the enterprise. 53. What is the correct order of sap implementation steps according to the Implementation Guide? A. Payroll, staff management, staff management, training and event management; B. Staff management,
staff management, trl, training and event management; c. Payroll, staff management, training and event management, staff management; d. Personnel management, PAYROLL, staff management, training and event management. SAP HCM questions about organizational management configuration 54. The organizational plan of a company can consist of
different types of objects, but there are five main. What are they? A. Person (type S object); B. To-do (type C object); c. Department (type L object); d. Cost centre (type K site); E. Organisational unit (type O object); F. Position (object type S). 55. Please state whether the following statement is true or false. The positions are specific and can be occupied by
employees. One position can be occupied by only one person or several people at a time. a. True; b. False. 56. Please indicate which of the following statements concerning the versions of the organisational plan are correct. A. Plan versions allow you to display alternative organizational plans in sap system; B. Only one version of the plan can be integrated;
c. More than one version of the plan may be integrated; d. You can use plan versions to simulate and compare different scenarios. 57. What are the possible states of the plan attributed to the information record? a. planned; b. application submitted; c. Approved; d. Rejected; E. In progress; e. Active. 58. Which of the following statements concerning the
outdated infotype are true? A. Sap system always responds with an error message when users try to assign a person in an outdated position; B. The outdated infotype is used to flag positions that are no longer in use but are still occupied; c. The outdated infotype shall be used to flag positions that are no longer in use and are not occupied; d. The obsolete
indicator does not allow the position to be marked as free. 59. Information planning of allowances allows staff planning. Planning can be based on which of the following items? A. Two previous plans; B. Previous plan; c. the current number of positions per organisational unit; d. the current number of to-dos per organizational unit. 60. is a series of infotypes
that are submitted for editing in the Each sub-step of action involves processing an individual infotype. What should be assigned to each sub-step of action? A. Status; B. Department; c. Version of the plan; d. infotype or subtype; E. Object type. 61. Please indicate which of the following statements regarding object relations in the Organizational Guides are
correct. A. Entities are connected through relationships; B. Several linked objects can represent a structure; c. The relationships between standard entity types are defined in sap's standard configuration and must be changed according to the requirements of a specific company; d. There are different types of connections that vary according to the type of
connections between the objects. 62. Please indicate which of the following statements concerning positions and jobs are correct. A. One position can be described by several jobs; B. When a position is described by a task, it inherits certain project characteristics (e.g. related qualifications or tasks); c. A post may describe several positions; d. Only one item
can be described in a job. 63. Which of the following objects can be used to display common structures interface structures? A. Evaluation path; B. Start object; c. Period of validity; d. Relationship type. 64. What is a necessary condition for using the manager's desktop? A. integration with the staff administration; B. Personal plan of the company; c. correctly
setting up cost centers; d. Organizational plan of the company. SAP Hr organizational management issues 65. Please specify which of the following elements are the prerequisites for wage processing in SAP system? A. Dialog box and types of weather remuneration; B. Personnel actions; c. Work schedules; d. Payrolls and periods; E. Infotypes 0000, 0001,
0002, 0006, 0007, 0008, 0009 and country-specific infotypes (such as tax). 66. What are the functions performed by the salary control area? Select all correct answers. A. Determine the earliest possible date of accounting for each salary area; B. Determine the latest salaries for retrospective accounting recognition; c. Prohibits changes affecting future wage
currents; d. Locks master data and time data so that no changes can be made during the salary process. 67. Please indicate which of the following allegations concerning the wage process are false. A. A simulation shall be used to verify the results; B. It is possible to correct the results of payroll and make an adjustment; c. It is possible to check error
messages in the structure of the payroll tree register; d. When payroll is released, it shall prevent changes in present and future data. 68. Please specify which of the following steps are included in the order for calculating averages? A. Carrying out an assessment of species B. Extraction of medium bases; c. Carrying out a conformity test each period; d.
Calculation of the average basis of the relevant preceding periods. 69. Please indicate which of the following structures is defined as follows: This structure constitutes positions assignments to organisational units and links between positions and persons. A. The organisational structure; B. The structure of staff appointments; (c) the reporting structure; d. The
governance structure. 70. In SAP HCM, some infotypes can be supported for each type of object. Others are only suitable for specific types of objects. Please specify which of the following infotypes can be supported for each type of object. A. Character infotype; B. The infotype of the site; c. Relationship infotype; d. The vacancy infotype. 71. Which of the
following items should be retained when creating a new object using the infotype object? a. Status; b. Description; c. Term of validity of the site; d. Name; e. Abbreviation of the subject matter. 72. Please indicate which of the following attributes belong to the planned compensation infotype? a. Direct; B. Pay scale; c. Salary; d. Bonus. SAP HCM Reporting and
Analysis Questions 73. What are the two types of reports that exist in SAP HCM? a. Parallel; b. Historical; c. Structural; d. Sequentially. 74. Before drawing up a report, it is possible to establish structural parameters. One of these parameters is vector status. What does this parameter manage? A. It determines whether the SAP system will check the
relationship between the objects for repeated; B. Determines the number of organizational structure levels that will be displayed; c. Determines which selected objects will be read according to the status of their relationship; d. It limits the report to a specific evaluation path. 75. Which standard report in SAP HCM can be used to list all existing objects
according to their type and ID? a. Structure of navigation instruments; b. Existing sites; c. Display/structure support; d. Structural graphical interface. 76. It is possible to determine which employees will participate in the integration between organisational management and staff administration. This is done by using the PLOGI function. Please specify which of
the following groups can be used to group employees using the PLOGI function. A. Company code; B. Grouping by country; c. Staff area; d. Staff subarea. 77. What functions does SAP Query perform for reporting in SAP HCM? A. Definition of reports; B. Creation of data sets; c. Definition of the hierarchy of business events; d. Create user groups; E. Set
InfoSets to user groups. 78. Please specify which of the following items are the main components of the Business Information Warehouse? A. Business researcher; B. The working table for storing data; c. The business information system; d. Business Information Warehouse 79. Logical databases are special ABAP programs that provide data for processing
by enquiries or programmes. What tasks can be performed from logical databases? A. Composition of the application; B. Data retrieval; c. Selection screen; d. Verification of authorisation. 80. Please specify which of the following sap ad hoc application statements are correct. A. Programming skills are required to use sap ad hoc request; b. Ad Hoc Query is
a tool that allows the creation of HR basic data reports; c. Ad Hoc Query cannot select data directly from the database, but must use a logical proxy; d. Ad Hoc query is a tool that enables the creation of personnel scheduling data reports. Answers and explanations for SAP HR questions To see answers and explanations about 80 SAP HR questions

published above, please visit this page: Answers to SAP HR questions. Page last updated by Cleo Isco on November 3, 2016 2016
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